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Abstract 

Various studies have claimed that the sense of agency is based on a comparison between an internal 

estimate of an action’s outcome and sensory feedback. With respect to speech, this presumes that 

speakers have a stable pre-articulatory representation of their own speech. However, recent research 

suggests that the sense of agency is flexible and thus in some contexts we may feel like we produced 

speech that was not actually produced by us. The current study tested whether the estimated pitch of 

one’s articulation (termed ‘pitch awareness’) is affected by manipulated auditory feedback. In four 

experiments, fifty-six participants produced isolated vowels while being exposed to pitch-shifted 

auditory feedback. After every vocalization, participants indicated whether they thought the feedback 

was higher or lower than their actual production. After exposure to a block of high-pitched auditory 

feedback (+500 cents pitch shift), participants were more likely to label subsequent auditory feedback as 

“lower than my actual production”, suggesting that prolonged exposure to high-pitched auditory 

feedback led to a drift in participants’ pitch awareness. The opposite pattern was found after exposure 

to a constant -500 cents pitch shift. This suggests that pitch awareness is not solely based on a pre-

articulatory representation of intended speech or on a sensory prediction, but also on sensory feedback. 

We propose that this drift in pitch awareness could be indicative of a sense of agency over the pitch-

shifted auditory feedback in the exposure block. If so, this suggests that the sense of agency over vocal 

output is flexible.  
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Introduction 

Sense of agency refers to the feeling that one is in control of one’s actions (Haggard, 2017). A core 

aspect of the sense of agency is the association between an action and its sensory outcome. Various 

researchers have previously suggested that the generation of the sense of agency is based on a 

comparison between an internal estimate of an action’s outcome and the observed sensory feedback. If 

there is no discrepancy, a sense of agency is generated (Blakemore et al., 2002; Frith, 2005; Wolpert & 

Ghahramani, 2000). Applied to the case of speech production, this presumes that speakers have a stable 

pre-articulatory representation of their own speech, to serve as a benchmark against which incoming 

sensory signals can be compared. An alternative account suggests that the production process itself 

does not give rise to such detailed and fixed representations and that the sense of agency is instead 

inferred from various sources of information, including sensory feedback (Lind et al., 2014a). Thus, a 

stable representation of speech may only be available ‘after the fact’. The current study investigates 

these hypotheses by focusing on whether exposure to altered auditory feedback carries over to affect 

speakers’ representation of their own speech output in subsequent utterances. If it does, this is 

problematic for an account where comparing this representation to auditory feedback is the sole 

contributing factor to the sense of agency. Rather, the data would be more in line with inferential 

accounts, which hold that the aforementioned comparison process is just one of multiple factors 

contributing to the sense of agency.  

Recently, a number of studies have suggested that the sense of agency over speech is flexible. Zheng et 

al. (2011) replaced speakers’ auditory feedback with a stranger’s voice. The participants accepted the 

stranger’s voice as their own, showing a sense of agency over the auditory input. At the lexical level, 

Lind et al. (2014b) had participants carry out a Stroop task, while auditory feedback was replaced such 

that participants said one thing but heard themselves saying something else. Participants often accepted 
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the inserted feedback as self-produced, and thus accepted that they made an error, while in reality they 

did not. Recently, we showed that participants corrected for unexpected pitch shifts in auditory 

feedback regardless of whether the feedback sounded like their own voice or not (Franken et al., 2021), 

suggesting that speakers had a sense of agency even over a high-pitched ‘alien’ voice that sounded 

unlike their own. Together, these studies indicate that the sense of vocal agency is flexible, and that 

speakers’ representation of their vocal output is not (only) based on a pre-articulatory representation of 

vocal output, but also on auditory feedback. 

Similarly, in non-speech motor control, studies have suggested that internal representations of the 

sensory consequences of our own movements are quite flexible. In the rubber hand illusion, participants 

experience the illusion that a rubber hand is part of their body (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998). The illusion 

can occur through simultaneous visuotactile stimulation of the rubber hand and the participant’s actual 

hand, or through simultaneous movement of both hands. Interestingly, several studies have shown that 

this illusion is accompanied by so-called proprioceptive drift: the perceived position of the participant’s 

own hand drifts towards the location of the rubber hand (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998; Tsakiris et al., 2006; 

Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). This suggests that the perception of the current location of one’s own body 

parts, or one’s body awareness, is affected by an integration of multimodal sensory information. Based 

on these studies, it has been argued that proprioceptive drift is associated with the sense of agency and 

can be used as a quantitative index of the rubber hand illusion (but see Lush (2020) for a discussion of 

demand characteristics in this literature). 

Another phenomenon that has been associated with a sense of agency over a voice is the pitch 

alignment speakers show with the heard voice in a number of studies. Zheng et al. (2011) showed that 

replacing a speaker’s auditory feedback with a high-pitched voice of another speaker led to pitch 

alignment: speakers tended to shift their pitch towards the pitch of the heard voice. This did not, 
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however, correlate with a subjective measure of agency. Two more recent studies show that the same 

effect is observed in cases where auditory feedback is not replaced by another speaker, but is pitch-

shifted (Franken et al., 2021; Tajadura-Jiménez et al., 2017). In both cases, speakers showed a sense of 

agency over the manipulated feedback and tended to align pitch with the pitch-shifted feedback. Note 

that the magnitude of the difference between the pitch produced by the participant and the feedback’s 

pitch in these studies is larger than typically used in the vocal control literature, where pitch-shifted 

feedback usually leads to compensation, rather than alignment (Jones & Munhall, 2000). A study that 

made use of immersion in a virtual environment showed that actual articulation by the participant is not 

even necessary to generate a sense of agency over auditory input, while participants still showed a pitch 

alignment effect in subsequent speech production (Banakou & Slater, 2014). However, this was not the 

case when immersion in the virtual body was evoked by visuotactile stimulation only, as opposed to 

visuomotor synchronous experience (Banakou & Slater, 2017). Together, these studies suggest that a 

sense of agency may be associated with pitch alignment to the heard voice, although the nature of this 

association is still unclear. 

The current study aims to investigate the flexibility of a speaker’s estimate of their own vocal output. In 

their study, Tsakiris et al. (2006) define the concept of body awareness as “the conscious experience of 

the location of a specific body-part in space”. Here, we examine speaker’s awareness of an aspect of 

their own speech output by defining what can be considered an equivalent concept in auditory space, 

which we call pitch awareness. We take this term to refer to the conscious experience of the pitch of 

one’s own vocalizations. It has previously been established that prolonged exposure to altered auditory 

feedback leads to perceptual changes in addition to speech motor learning (Lametti et al., 2014; Shiller 

et al., 2009). These studies show that exposure to spectrally altered feedback leads to shifts in phoneme 

boundaries in a later speech perception task. In the current study, however, we focus on how pitch 

awareness is affected during speech production. If sense of agency over speech is flexible, exposure to 
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pitch-shifted auditory feedback should lead to a drift in pitch awareness. Specifically, we expect that 

exposure to high- or low-pitched auditory feedback, where pitch is either increased or decreased by 500 

cents, will affect speakers’ pitch awareness such that their vocalizations seem higher (or lower) to them 

than in reality. In contrast, from a comparator model’s perspective, speakers’ internal representation of 

their own speech production needs to be stable in order to serve as a benchmark against which auditory 

feedback is compared, so it should not be affected by pitch-shifted auditory feedback. In addition, while 

participants in previous adaptation studies typically show compensation for small feedback 

manipulations, we expect participants to follow the feedback manipulation, as typically seen with pitch 

shifts of this magnitude, which is much larger than often used in altered auditory feedback experiments. 

Finally, we will test whether changes in pitch awareness are indeed due to exposure to pitch-shifted 

auditory feedback, and not simply due to exposure to high- or low-pitched auditory input in general 

(which would not necessarily include a sense of agency). 

Methods 

All data and analysis scripts are available on the Open Science Framework, DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/3KSQ2. 

Participants 

Fifty-six participants volunteered to take part in the study in exchange for course credit or a small 

monetary reward. They signed an informed consent in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. The 

participants were randomly assigned to take part in one of four experiments (see Table 1). Fourteen of 

them were assigned to take part in Experiment 1 (13 female and 1 male, mean age = 20.7 years, SD = 

1.9), fourteen were assigned to Experiment 2 (11 female and 3 male, mean age = 21 years, SD = 1.46), 

fourteen were assigned to Experiment 3 (10 female and 4 male, mean age = 24 years, SD = 3.34), and 

fourteen were assigned to Experiment 4 (10 female and 4 male, mean age = 22.5 years, SD = 3.1). All 
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experimental procedures were approved by the ethical committee of the faculty of psychology and 

educational sciences of Ghent University. 

Table 1. Overview of the four experiments, varying by experimental task in the exposure block, and the direction of the pitch 

shift. See Procedure for details. 

 N Exposure Block Pitch shift 

Experiment 1 14 Vowel production with pitch-shifted feedback +500 centsa 

Experiment 2 14 Vowel production with pitch-shifted feedback -500 cents 

Experiment 3 14 Passive listening to pitch-shifted recordings +500 cents 

Experiment 4 14 Passive listening to pitch-shifted recordings -500 cents 

a The unit “cents” refers to a psychometric scale to express a frequency interval, where doubling the frequency in Hertz 

corresponds to a 1,200 cents increase. An interval of 100 cents reflects the interval between, for example, C and C# in western 

music. See below (Methods section) for more information. 

 

Procedure 

In all experiments, participants wore headphones and were instructed to produce one of five Dutch 

vowels (/i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, or /u/) as soon as a visual cue appears (Figure 1A). The visual cue was the Dutch 

spelling for the corresponding vowel (<ie>, <ee>, <aa>, <oo> and <oe>, respectively). During vowel 

production, participants received pitch-shifted auditory feedback through the headphones (Figure 1B). 

Participants had 2s time to produce the vowel. The feedback was manipulated for the entire duration of 

the trial. In blocks 1 (pretest) and 3 (posttest), the auditory feedback was shifted by 0, 30, 60, 100, or 

150 cents, up or down, yielding trials with one out of ten possible pitch shifts (including the ‘zero’ pitch 

shift twice). Every set of 10 consecutive trials contained all 10 pitch shifts, in random order. After every 

trial, a question appeared on the screen, asking whether the participant thought the sound in the 
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headphones was lower or higher than their actual pitch. Participants were instructed to respond by 

button press. They pressed the left arrow when they thought the pitch in the feedback was decreased, 

and pressed the right arrow when they felt the pitch was increased. These response buttons 

corresponded to the words ‘lager’ (Dutch for ‘lower’) and ‘hoger’ (‘higher’), printed left and right on the 

screen. The task and the design were the same for both the pretest and the post-test blocks across all 

four experiments. Experiments differed only in the intervening exposure block. For Experiments 1 and 2, 

in the exposure block, participants were instructed again to produce the five Dutch vowels on cue as in 

the test blocks. However, the auditory feedback in all trials of the exposure block was manipulated by a 

large constant 500 cents pitch shift, and no questions about the feedback were asked. The large pitch 

shift was an increase in Experiment 1 (+500 cents), and a decrease in Experiment 2 (-500 cents). See 

Figure 1B for an overview of altered feedback across Experiments 1 and 2. In contrast, in Experiments 3 

and 4, participants were not asked to produce any vowels in the exposure block. Instead, they passively 

listened to recordings of their own voice (recorded during a calibration phase that preceded the 

experiment). All the recordings in the exposure block were pitch-shifted by +500 cents in Experiment 3, 

and by -500 cents in Experiment 4. This way, the four experiments differed only during the exposure 

block, and they differed in the participants’ task (either active production with auditory feedback in 

Experiments 1 and 2, or passive listening in Experiments 3 and 4), and in the direction of the pitch shift 

(+500 cents in Experiments 1 and 3, and -500 cents in Experiments 2 and 4), see Table 1. While our main 

interest was in whether altered auditory feedback affects pitch awareness, and thus in the effects in 

Experiments 1 and 2, Experiments 3 and 4 served to rule out that effects were due to mere perceptual 

exposure to high- or low-pitched auditory input. In all four experiments, the pretest contained 100 trials, 

the exposure block and the posttest each 120 trials. 
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Figure 1. Experimental design. (A) Illustration of visual cues and sequence of the experimental design. These visual cues were 

the same in all four experiments. After a fixation cross, a visual cue indicated which vowel participants were to utter. In the pre-

test and post-test blocks, this was followed by a question, asking participants whether they felt the sound in the headphones 

was higher or lower than their actual pitch. In Experiments 3 and 4, although participants did not need to vocalize in the 

exposure block, they still were exposed to the visually presented vowels. (B) Example illustration of auditory feedback pitch 

shifts in Experiment 1 (left) and Experiment 2 (right), with the pretest and posttest blocks both including up- and down shifts of 

varying magnitudes (same in both experiments) and the exposure blocks including constant 500 cent shifts up (Experiment 1) or 

down (Experiment 2). 

 

After the experiment, participants filled out a questionnaire that asked about their subjective 

experience of the experimental task, as well as their language and music background (see questionnaire 

in the Supplementary Materials). 
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Equipment 

Participants were fitted with a custom-built pair of headphones with extra passive sound attenuation 

(Franken et al., 2019) and an attached DPA 4088-B directional microphone. The microphone sent the 

recorded signal via a Behringer Xenyx 802 mixing panel to an Eventide Eclipse v4 multi-effects processor, 

which took care of the actual pitch-shifting. The output was sent, via the mixing panel (where it was 

mixed with Brownian noise) and an Aphex Headpod 4 amplifier to the custom-built headphones. The 

volume gain from microphone input to headphone input was kept constant across participants at about 

a +10dB increase (i.e., the auditory feedback was 10dB above the signal picked up by the microphone). 

The Brownian noise was on throughout the entire experiment, and its intensity was kept constant at 

85dBA. The pitch-shifting algorithm in the Eventide Eclipse v4 is controlled through MIDI messages from 

a laptop running PsychoPy3 (Peirce et al., 2019). The laptop also records both vocal output and auditory 

feedback via an external sound card (MOTU MicroBook IIc) with Audacity® recording and editing 

software (v. 2.3.3). 

Analysis 

Comparing the results of Experiments 1 and 2 allowed us to investigate the effect of the exposure phase 

on pitch awareness. In a second stage, the results of Experiments 3 and 4 were analyzed in order to 

investigate whether any effects observed in Experiments 1 and 2 are due to mere auditory exposure 

(which should be the same as in Experiments 3 and 4, respectively), or whether they require speech to 

be produced. 

Logistic regression was used to model each participant’s responses to the question whether feedback 

was increased or decreased as a function of the pitch shift magnitude, in the pre-test and the post-test 

separately. The 50% cut-off of the fitting logistic function was taken as the participant’s estimate of their 

own pitch production, corresponding to the pitch shift value for which the participant would label the 
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feedback as higher than their own pitch 50% of the time. As exposure to pitch-shifted feedback over the 

course of the post-test may dissipate any effect of the exposure block, we subdivided the pre- and post-

test in subblocks of 30 trials each, to study the temporal stability of the effect (the first 10 trials of the 

pre-test were considered practice and were not analyzed). For each 30-trial subblock, the 50% cut-off of 

the logistic fit was calculated for each participant (termed ‘pitch awareness’ hereafter). For statistical 

inference, the participants’ pitch awareness estimates in the pre- and post-test blocks were entered in a 

linear mixed effects model, where they were modeled as a function of subblock (each of the 30-trial 

subblocks) and experiment, with random intercepts across participants. 

As the size of these subblocks (i.e., 30 trials) is arbitrary, a separate analysis sought to model the 

temporal development of responses over time, using a generalized additive model (GAM) with a logit 

link function. This model type allows to model changes over time without the assumption of linearity 

(Baayen et al., 2017; Montero-Melis & Jaeger, 2019; Winter & Wieling, 2016), while taking into account 

random variability by letting intercept, slope, as well as the shape of the relationship (i.e., ‘wigglyness’ of 

the curve) vary across participants. However, GAMs do penalize non-linearity in the relationship 

between predictors and the dependent variable, so that linear relationships are preferred. In the current 

study, a logistic GAM was used to model the development of participants’ responses across trials in the 

post-test as a function of Pitch Shift and Experiment. This analysis was carried out using the R packages 

‘mgcv’ (Wood, 2017) and ‘itsadug’ (van Rij et al., 2017). 

In addition, the pitch of participants’ vowel production was analyzed with the autocorrelation method 

implemented in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2017). In order to remove pitch estimation errors, pitch 

values that exceeded the threshold of 3 standard deviations above or below the average (per 

participant) were removed from the analysis. For every vowel utterance, the pitch was estimated at the 
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vowel center and expressed in cents using the following formula, where pitchHertz refers to the current 

utterance’s pitch estimated in Hertz.  

𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ!"#$% = 1200 ∗	 log& /
𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ'"($)

200 1 

Subsequently, the average pitch in each participants’ pre-test was subtracted from each trial’s pitch 

estimate, in order to express pitch as a change from the pre-test average, which served as a participant-

specific baseline. The resulting pitch estimates for the exposure block were entered in a linear mixed 

effects model with the fixed effects factor experiment (Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2). The random 

effects included random intercepts across participants and across vowels, and by-vowel random slopes 

for experiment. 

Results 

Pitch Awareness in Experiments 1 and 2 

As the main hypothesis suggests that pitch awareness would be modified by exposure to altered 

auditory feedback in the exposure block, exposure to altered auditory feedback over the course of the 

post-test could lead the expected effect to dissipate. Therefore, a first analysis compared  participants’ 

responses in the first 30-trial subblock of the post-test, compared to the last 30 trials of the pre-test 

(Figure 2). It can be observed that in Experiment 1, the logistic curve shifts to the right from pre-test to 

post-test, while it shifts to the left in Experiment 2. In other words, after prolonged exposure to high-

pitched auditory feedback, participants were less likely, in the short term, to label auditory feedback as 

higher than their actual pitch, but they were more likely to do so after exposure to very low-pitched 

auditory feedback. 
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Figure 2. Proportion of ‘higher’ responses as a function of Pitch Shift in the last 30 trials of the pre-test (green) and the first 30 

trials of the post-test (purple). Pitch shift magnitudes include 0, 30, 60, 100 and 150 cents. The left panel illustrates the results 

for Experiment 1, the right panel for Experiment 2. 
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Comparing participants’ responses across the entire pre- and post-test blocks confirms that this effect 

indeed dissipates relatively quickly into the post-test block: there is no difference in pitch awareness 

when analyzing the entire pre-test and post-test as one block each (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3. Proportion of ‘higher’ responses as a function of Pitch Shift in the pre-test (green) and post-test (purple) blocks. The 

left panel illustrates the results for Experiment 1, the right panel for Experiment 2. 

 

In order to get a better understanding of the temporal stability of the effect, estimates of participants’ 

pitch awareness, as measured by the point where the logistic curve crosses the 50% line were calculated 

for each 30-trial subblock, illustrated in Figure 4. The linear mixed effects analysis demonstrated a 

significant interaction between subblock and experiment (F(6, 153.08) = 4.29, p < .001), driven by a 

significant difference in pitch awareness between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 of 79.4 cents for the 

first subblock of the post-test (est. =  79.41, χ2(1) = 27.74, p < .001, Holm-corrected), while the difference 
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between experiments was not significant for any other subblock (Table 2). This suggests that 

immediately after exposure, participants’ pitch awareness was shifted in the direction of the exposure 

block’s pitch shift, but this effect did not last beyond the initial 30 trials after exposure.  

 

Figure 4. Pitch Awareness in Experiments 1 and 2, expressed as a function of 30-trial subblock and Experiment. The red dashed 

vertical line indicates the point where participants were exposed to either the high-pitched (Experiment 1) or the low-pitched 

(Experiment 2) feedback voice. The asterisk indicates a significant difference in pitch awareness between Experiments. 
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Table 2. Difference between pitch awareness of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 per 30-trial subblock. P-values are adjusted for 

family-wise error rate using Holm’s method. 

Subblock Contrast Pitch Awareness difference χ2(1) p 

pretest 1 Exp 1 – Exp 2 35.00 5.26 .13 

pretest 2 Exp 1 – Exp 2 15.85 1.08 .90 

pretest 3 Exp 1 – Exp 2 31.62 4.40 .18 

posttest 1 Exp 1 – Exp 2 79.41 27.74 < .001* 

posttest 2 Exp 1 – Exp 2 12.52 0.69 .90 

posttest 3 Exp 1 – Exp 2 27.78 3.39 .26 

posttest 4 Exp 1 – Exp 2 11.33 0.55 .90 

 

 

As 30 trials is an arbitrary size for the division of the experiment into subblocks, in a further analysis we 

modeled the responses with a generalized additive mixed model (GAM). This allows us to model how 

response probability (or its logit-transformed equivalent) varies across trials. The results confirmed that 

the change in pitch awareness dissipates after about 30 trials (see supplementary materials for details).  

Pitch Awareness in Experiments 3 and 4 

The main purpose of Experiments 3 and 4 was to further investigate whether production is necessary for 

the exposure effect in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiments 3 and 4, participants were only exposed to 

high- and low-pitched vowels by passive listening, instead of speech production with altered auditory 

feedback. Figure 5 shows Pitch Awareness as a function of 30-trial subblocks and Experiment. For the 

sake of comparison, the data for Experiments 1 and 2 are repeated (see Figure 4). In contrast to 

Experiments 1 and 2, a linear mixed effects model on the pitch awareness estimates in Experiments 3 
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and 4 revealed no significant interaction between subblock and experiment (F(6, 144.16) = 1.52, p = 

.18).While the pitch awareness values for Experiments 1 and 2 differed in the first posttest subblock, no 

such difference was detected between Experiments 3 and 4 (est. = 27.71, χ2(1) = 2.10, p > .99). This 

suggests that the passive exposure in these experiments did not lead to a change in pitch awareness.  

 

Figure 5. Pitch Awareness expressed as a function of 30-trial subblock and Experiment. The top panel shows the results for 

experiments with a speaking task in the exposure block (Experiments 1 and 2), and the bottom panel shows the results for 

experiments with a listening task in the exposure block (Experiments 3 and 4). The data for Experiments 1 and 2 is repeated 

from Figure 4. The red dashed vertical line indicates the point where participants were exposed to either the high-pitched 

(Experiment 1, 3) or the low-pitched (Experiment 2, 4) auditory stimuli. 

 

As we had specific hypotheses about the comparison between Experiments 1 and 2, on the one hand, 

and Experiments 3 and 4, on the other hand, a linear mixed effects model was run on the pitch 
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awareness estimates from the last pretest subblock and the first posttest subblock of all four 

experiments, as a function of Subblock and Experiment. In line with the previous analyses, there was a 

significant interaction between subblock and experiment (F(3, 51) = 4.03, p = .012). Crucially, we further 

investigated as a planned contrast whether the difference between Experiments 1 and 2 was different 

from the difference between Experiments 3 and 4. As shown in Table 3, this was indeed the case in the 

first subblock of the post-test, suggesting that the exposure phase had a larger effect on pitch 

awareness during production than during passive listening. 

Table 3. Planned contrasts for across-experiment comparisons of pitch awareness. These were based on the linear mixed 

effects model PitchAwareness ~ Experiment*Phase + (1 | Participant). All p-values were Holm-corrected for a family of 2 tests. 

Contrast Subblock Est. χ2(1) p (Holm-corrected) 

(Exp1 – Exp2) – (Exp3 – Exp4) pretest3 18.51 0.63 .43 

 posttest1 56.93 5.99 .029* 

 

 

Pitch alignment  

Participants’ pitch productions across Experiments 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 6. While participants’ 

pitch stayed relatively steady overall, the pitch in the exposure block in Experiment 1 tended to increase, 

while in Experiment 2 it tended to decrease. The results of a linear mixed effects model showed that 

there was a significant interaction between Experiment and Experimental block (F(2, 26.01) = 3.61, p = 

.041). Specific contrasts investigated whether the difference in pitch between Experiments varied across 

phases (see Table 4). Although not strictly significant, the pitch difference between experiments tended 

to be larger during exposure compared to pretest. In addition, the by-experiment pitch difference was 

significantly smaller during post-test compared to exposure. Together, these results suggest that 
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speakers aligned their pitch with the constant pitch-shifted feedback during the exposure block. 

However, the magnitude of pitch alignment, as quantified by the participant-specific difference in pitch 

between exposure and pre-test, was not correlated with the modulation of pitch awareness as 

quantified by the participant-specific change in pitch awareness in the first 30 trials of the post-test 

(r(26) = .184, p = .350). This suggests that the pitch alignment observed in pitch production is not 

associated with the modulation of pitch awareness. 

 

Figure 6. Average produced pitch per 10-trial bin. Colors indicate experiment, and the red dashed vertical lines indicate 

separations between pre-test and exposure, and between exposure and post-test. 

 

Table 4. Specific contrasts on average pitch across Experimental Phases for each Experiment. P-values are Holm-corrected for 

multiple comparisons. 

Experiment Block contrast Estimate χ2 (1) p 
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Exp 1 – Exp 2 exposure – pretest 55.72 3.20 .074 

Exp 1 – Exp 2 posttest – exposure -69.82 6.51 .021* 

 

Verbal reports 

In order to explore how participants subjectively experienced the experimental task, a questionnaire 

was filled out by the participants after the experiment (see Supplementary Materials). The results of 

these exploratory analyses are visualized in Figure 7. Participants were asked to rate whether they felt 

they knew their actual pitch during the experiment on a scale from 1 to 10, where a score of 1 indicated 

“I had no idea about my actual pitch”, while 10 indicated “I knew my actual pitch exactly”. Figure 7A 

shows a histogram of participants’ ratings as a function of the experimental task in the exposure block 

(collapsing Experiments 1 and 2 as ‘Speaking’ and Experiments 3 and 4 as ‘Listening’). Participants’ 

ratings in Experiments 1 and 2 seem to be biased towards the low end of the scale. This suggests that in 

these experiments, participants did not feel they knew their actual pitch well. Furthermore, participants 

were asked whether they thought the task became easier or more difficult over the course of the 

experiment. Figure 7B shows a histogram of their responses, where most people in Experiments 1 and 2 

felt that the knowledge of their pitch decreased over the course of time, while most participants in 

Experiments 3 and 4 felt no change. This suggests that the exposure to constant pitch-shifted feedback 

during speech production (i.e., in the exposure block of Experiments 1 and 2) decreased participants’ 

confidence about their produced pitch. 
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Figure 7. Results of the questionnaire. A. Histogram of rating results on the statement “I knew my actual Pitch” on a 10-point 

scale, as a function of task in the exposure block. ‘Speak’ collapses the results from Experiments 1 and 2, while ‘Listen’ collapses 

the results from Experiments 3 and 4. The lower and the higher end of the rating scale were labeled respectively as “I have no 

idea about my actual pitch” and “I know my actual pitch exactly”. B. Histogram of participants’ responses to the question “Did 

the extent to which you knew your own pitch change over the course of time?”. C. Scatter plot of the effect of auditory 

feedback on pitch awareness as a function of the rating results (Experiments 1 and 2). The green line indicates the linear fit. D. 

The effect of feedback on pitch awareness as a function of whether participants had at least some experience with singing or 

playing a musical instrument (Experiments 1 and 2). 

 

Furthermore, in order to explore the individual variability in the effect of feedback on pitch awareness 

found in Experiments 1 and 2, the effect of exposure to altered feedback was quantified for each 

participant as the difference between pitch awareness in the last 30 trials of the pretest and the first 30 

trials of the post-test. The sign of the resulting values for participants in Experiment 2 was changed, so 
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that positive values indicated a change in feedback awareness in the predicted direction, independent of 

the experiment. These values are compared with some of the results from the questionnaire, shown in 

Figure 7(C & D). A comparison between the ratings (as shown in Figure 7A) and the feedback effect 

showed a slight positive trend where participants who felt they knew their actual pitch better than 

others showed a stronger feedback effect. A comparison between participants who had at least some 

experience with playing a musical instrument or with singing with those who had no such experience, 

suggested a trend that musicians showed a stronger feedback effect. However, note that neither of 

these associations were significant (rating: Spearman’s rho = 0.26, p = .18; musicians: t(25.29) = 1.69, p = 

.10), and given the exploratory nature of these analyses, they should be taken with a grain of salt. Other 

information that was gathered from the questionnaire, such as the number of languages participants 

reported to speak, showed no descriptive trends to be associated with the feedback effect. 

Discussion 

The current study investigated whether internal representations of one’s pitch, or pitch awareness, rely 

on auditory feedback. Four experiments examined whether exposure to high- or low-pitched auditory 

input led to changes in pitch awareness, and whether this is driven by speech production. If pitch 

awareness relies on auditory feedback, exposure to pitch-shifted auditory feedback should lead to a 

drift in pitch awareness.  

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that participants’ estimates of their own pitch productions 

were affected by exposure to pitch-shifted feedback. After exposure to constant high-pitched auditory 

feedback, participants were less likely to label pitch-shifted feedback as ‘higher than their own pitch’, 

which suggests that the constant pitch shift induced them to experience their own productions to be 

higher in pitch. In contrast, exposure to constant low-pitched auditory feedback made participants more 

likely to label subsequent feedback as ‘higher than their own pitch’, suggesting that they judged their 
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own production to be lower in pitch. These results suggest that speakers do not have a fixed pre-

articulatory representation of their vocal pitch productions, but instead, such representations are 

affected by auditory feedback. The lack of a similar effect in Experiments 3 and 4 show that the change 

in pitch awareness was driven by speech production with pitch-shifted feedback, rather than by mere 

perceptual exposure to high- or low-pitched auditory stimuli. In addition, while tentative only, analyses 

of the verbal reports suggested that most participants in Experiments 1 and 2 felt that they did not know 

their actual pitch very well, and that this became more difficult over time. In other words, exposure to 

pitch-shifted feedback in Experiments 1 and 2 led to a decreased confidence in one’s pitch awareness. 

These results should be interpreted with caution however, given their exploratory nature and the lack of 

statistical significance. 

The wide-spread comparator model of the sense of agency suggests that self-generated auditory input is 

distinguished from auditory input generated by others by comparing an internal representation of one’s 

speech with the observed auditory input. A match would label the auditory stimulation as self-caused, 

while a mismatch characterizes it as externally generated. The current results, however, are problematic 

for this account, as they suggest that the internal pitch representation is affected by exposure to pitch-

shifted feedback. In response to altered auditory feedback, speakers seemed to alter their internal 

model. This way, the internal representation cannot serve as a clear benchmark against which auditory 

input is compared to identify input as self- or other-caused. An alternative account holds that 

distinguishing between self and others is based not only on a comparison between predicted and 

observed sensory feedback, but on the integration of multiple sensory cues (Lind et al., 2014a). If other 

cues in addition to the mismatching pitch in the auditory input still suggest that the auditory input is 

self-caused, the speaker may want to adjust their internal speech representation, in order to resolve the 

mismatch with auditory feedback. Relevant other cues may for example include the temporal 

synchronicity of auditory input and speech production. In addition, participants may vary in their 
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reliance on internal vs. external cues to determine the source of sensory signals. For example, Synofzik 

et al. (2010) argued that delusions of control may be based on imprecise internal predictions about the 

sensory consequences of one’s actions. As such imprecision may prompt participants to rely more 

strongly on external cues such as auditory input, it is an outstanding question to what extent the 

presence of altered auditory feedback may have prompted participants’ reliance on it. 

The current study also suggested that participants tended to align pitch with the manipulated feedback 

during the exposure block. While many studies that use pitch-shifted feedback find that participants 

compensate for altered feedback, these studies typically use much smaller pitch manipulations (Burnett 

et al., 1998; Larson et al., 2001). In contrast, a pitch alignment as in the current study was found in 

several previous studies employing larger pitch discrepancies (Franken et al., 2021; Tajadura-Jiménez et 

al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2011). It is at present unclear whether this alignment is driven by the sense of 

agency over the manipulated feedback, although several authors have argued this may be the case 

(Tajadura-Jiménez et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2011). The vast literature on speech adaptation shows that 

with prolonged exposure to small (often unnoticed) feedback manipulations, speakers tend to alter their 

speech in the opposite direction, effectively compensating for articulatory (Houde & Jordan, 1998; 

Purcell & Munhall, 2006) or vocal pitch (Jones & Munhall, 2000) manipulations. Studies that made use of 

brief, unexpected, pitch shifts in the feedback show that with increasing pitch shift magnitude, the 

probability of a compensatory responses decreases, and the probability of a following response 

increases (Burnett et al., 1998; Scheerer et al., 2013). Recent studies have suggested that this reduction 

in compensatory,  and increase in following, responses is indicative of a loss of sense of agency for larger 

shifts (Korzyukov et al., 2017; Subramaniam et al., 2018). However, it is important to note that these 

studies make use of unpredictable, brief pitch changes, while the current exposure phase uses a 

constant ±500 cents pitch manipulation. A recent study of ours combined both brief and constant pitch 

shifts, showing that a constant +500 cent pitch manipulation does not greatly reduce the sense of 
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agency, as measured by compensatory responses to brief unexpected pitch shifts (Franken et al., 2021). 

This study showed that speakers aligned their pitch with the constant 500 cents pitch shift, while 

compensating for brief unexpected smaller pitch shifts. Finally, the lack of a by-subject correlation 

between this pitch alignment and the change in pitch awareness after exposure, suggests that these are 

separate processes. So, although prolonged exposure to pitch-shifted feedback led both to a change in 

pitch awareness and to pitch alignment, there is no evidence that the two processes are associated. This 

is also supported by the different timelines, where pitch alignment is observed during exposure, but 

disappears immediately in the post-test block, while the change in pitch awareness can be observed 

during at least the first 30 trials of the post-test. 

What drives participants to estimate their own pitch as lower or higher after the exposure block? The 

results of Experiments 3 and 4 show that mere perceptual exposure to high- or low-pitched auditory 

stimuli does not modulate participants’ pitch awareness during subsequent speech production. This is in 

line with the view we have advocated above that the representation speakers have of their own vocal 

production is influenced by auditory feedback. We suggest that one of the factors why vocal production 

during exposure is crucial for a modulation of pitch awareness, may be the associated sense of agency. 

Given that participants produced vowels during exposure in Experiments 1 and 2, we can assume that 

they had a sense of agency over the auditory signal, while they did not experience agency over the 

auditory stimuli that they passively listened to during exposure in Experiments 3 and 4.  

To some extent, the current study’s results are consistent with previous indications that exposure to 

altered auditory feedback leads to perceptual changes (Lametti et al., 2014). These authors showed that 

formant perturbations in auditory feedback led to motor adaptation as well as to changes in speakers’ 

perceptual phoneme boundary as measured by an auditory categorization test. In contrast, the current 

study shows a change in pitch awareness, measured during a speech production task, without evidence 
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of motor adaptation. While both results suggest that altered auditory feedback leads to changes in the 

relevant auditory-motor mapping, it is unclear at this point to what extent these are related. There are 

important differences between these two studies, including formant vs. pitch manipulations, 

perturbation magnitude, the presence of motor adaptation, and the perceptual task (Lametti et al. used 

a perceptual categorization task, whereas we asked participants to report on their perception of sensory 

feedback during a speech production task). In addition, it has been suggested that history of exposure to 

formant-shifted feedback affects subsequent reliance on auditory feedback (Niziolek & Parrell, 2021). In 

line with this idea, we find evidence that the history of exposure to auditory feedback affects speakers’ 

internal representations. It is important to note that both Lametti et al. (2014) and Niziolek & Parrell 

(2021) used formant-shifted feedback. Some previous studies have suggested that there are important 

differences between vocal pitch control and articulatory motor control such as responses to formant-

shifted auditory feedback (Lester-Smith et al., 2020; Max et al., 2003), suggesting we should be cautious 

in interpreting any parallels or seemingly contradicting findings. 

Overall, the current study shows that pitch awareness is flexible, as it can be modified by prolonged 

exposure to altered auditory feedback. This result challenges the comparator model of agency, which 

proposes that the sense of agency is generated by a comparison between observed sensory feedback, 

and an internal representation of the performed action. The flexibility of pitch awareness in the context 

of altered sensory feedback in the current study suggests that these internal representations cannot act 

as the sole benchmark for the generation of the sense of agency. While this comparison process may 

still play a role in generating a sense of agency, the results suggest that other contextual factors should 

be taken into account, as suggested by inferential models. In addition, future work examining responses 

to pitch-shifted auditory feedback should consider that internal representations may be affected by the 

history of altered feedback, and thus possibly in turn could affect subsequent responses. 
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